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BRØNNØYSUND   

IN THE CENTRE OF NORWAY, AMONG THOUSANDS OF ISLANDS 

Brønnøysund welcomes you to embark on an exploration in fascinating coastal history as well as a 
tour in an ancient geological unique landscape. The area has 10045 islands and more than 10.000 
years of history to share. The mythical Torghatten Mountain, with the hole straight through it, is our 
most known landmark among many in the region. The Vega Archipelago World Heritage Site gives 
an insight into the hard, but interesting life of the Islanders throughout centuries. Brønnøysund 
bridge gives a beautiful panoramic view and there are easy hiking routes in walking distance from 
the centre of town. 
              

Helgeland Reiseliv as  Tel. 75018000    Org.nr. : NO 997877047 

Storgaten 92   email: post@visithelgeland.com  Bank  : NO13 4516 2104 385 

8900 Brønnøysund  www.visithelgeland.com   SWIFT : HELGNO21 
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Title 

 

A historical Bike-ride through the Brønnøysund with panoramic 

view of the Torghatten mountain.   

 

Duration 3 hours 

Capacity Minimum 8 max 16 persons  

Guide Yes 

Walk Cycling and walking 

Bus No 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All who can ride a bike 

 

Other info  Through the town, by the Airport, panoramic view of Torghatten with the 

hole, on return via the “Svarthopen» recreation area and visit a local 

stone age cave.  

 

About the 

excursion 

Take first the shuttlebus to centre og town and the bike ride starts at the 

Tourist Information close to the shuttle bus station (or the cruise port). 

The local guide gives the guests a guided tour through Brønnøysund on 

the way to the Klubben recreation area, which includes a stop at the 

Brønnøy Church.  

 

At Klubben one gets a beautiful view of the Torgfjorden with Torghatten 

in the distance. It is possible to see the hole through the mountain from 

Klubben. Included in the tour is a local treat and beverage, presented as 

a picnic in the Svarthopen recreation area.  

 

On the return to the Tourist Information, the group cycle a different route 

and we take a stop at the stone age caves close to the centre of town. 

Thousands of years ago, people lived in these caves, and although we 

do not see many traces of their lives, we can imagine how it was living 

here.  

 

 

The Excursion includes bicycle with helmet, guide and refreshments.  
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Title RIB / ZODIC – In the Islands of the North 

Duration 1,5 hours 

Capacity Min. 4- max 12 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus No 

Boat/ferry RIB /Zodiac 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 

Good footwear is required.  

Includes: The world's most beautiful coastline, flotation suits, life jackets, 

glasses and gloves. 

 

About the 

excursion 

The Zodiac leaves from Gårdsøya Cruise Port and operate Among 

Islands of the North, South Helgeland with its 10045 Islands, islets and 

skerries. 

The speed boat takes you out and close to some of the thousands of 
islands at the Helgeland coast. Narrow straits, white beaches and small 
houses characterize this archipelago. We go ashore on one of these 
deserted islands, close to the open sea to the west. Because of all the 
migratory birds, the islands are very fertile and gives the islands an 
exciting flora. We will get to know more about the landscape, the geology 
and the life of the people that have lived out here for thousands of years. 
 

The Excursion includes the seat at the Rib and guide. 
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Title Kayaking among Thousands of Islands 

 

Duration 3 hours 

Capacity 25 

Guide Yes 

Walk No 

Bus No 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All who have tried kayaking before. Safety/ escort boat. 

 

Other info  

 

Departure either from Cruise port Gårdsøya or Brønnøysund centre. 

We paddle out in the nearest archipelago and see marine life up close. 

Disembark on a white beach and overlooks the fairway into 

Bronnoysund. 

 

About the 

excursion 

Islands of the North is the name of the coast of Helgeland sprawling 

archipelago, described as the world's most beautiful archipelago. More 

than 24,000 islands, islets and reefs, surrounded by shallow waters and 

adventurous coastal mountains. When the ice retreated along the coast 

after the last ice age, the land began to rise and ever more islands 

appeared. All resting on a shallow beach flat, perhaps the widest in the 

world. With kayak you can take part in this life and travel silently through 

a unique landscape; smell the saltwater sea, hear the birds in the sky 

and sense the closeness to the waves, as they become a part of your 

body.  

 

The Excursion includes kayak, guide and safety escort boat 
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Title Mythic Mountain Torghatten 

 

Duration Approx. 3 hours  

Capacity Min. 25 – max 180 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All – easy to medium hike 

 

Other info  Good footwear is required, preferably hiking shoes. Path partly with stone 

steps in a slightly steep mountainside. No climbing. We advise to bring 

along a bottle of water 

 

About the 

excursion 

 
Torghatten is one of Norway’s most iconic tourist attractions, known for its 
spectacular hole through the mountain. People feel small as they wander 
through the cathedral like hole, with a length of 160 m, height of 35 m and 
width of 15-20 m. The mountain, like many along the Helgeland Coast, is 
the subject of myths and legends and it is a place which visitor simply must 
go when they come to Brønnøysund. 
 
The bus tour starts with a sightseeing through town, before crossing the 
Brønnøysund Bridge and continuing to the foot of Torghatten. We follow a 
natural path up the mountain, and after around 30 minutes we reach the 
entrance. From here, we can enjoy the fantastic view and walk through the 
hole itself before following the same path down again. 
- Recommend good shoes. Easy to medium hike in nature. 
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Title Velfjord Open Air Museum and Nøstvik Church 

Duration Approx. 4,5 hours 

Capacity Min 25- max 90 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All - easy walk outdoors on grass and pathway. 

 

Other info  The tour includes guide and guided tour at Velfjord Open Air museum 

and Nøstvik Church. Coffee/tea and cake 

 

Standard 

timing 

45 min – Bus transport Brønnøysund – Velfjord Open Air Museum 

75 min – Visit at Velfjord Open Air Museum, Coffee/tea 

15 min – Bus transport Velfjord Open Air museum – Nøstvik Church 

45 min – Visit Nøstvik Church 

60 min – Bus transport Nøstvik Church – Brønnøysund  

 

About the 

excursion 

Velfjord Open Air Museum has an idyllic location in Velfjord, a fjord with 
seven distinct arms. The museum comprises a large collection of 
buildings and artefacts from the 16 and 17th centuries. It is set up to 
illustrate the daily life during this time and has a full range of tools for a 
variety of crafts.  
 
The Velfjord museum also features an exhibition of Saami articles of 
everyday use. The Nøstvik Church is a log-built cruciform church dating 
from 1674. The Church is one of the oldest wooden churches in northern 
Norway. It features some historical content, including an altarpiece and 
church bell gifted to the church in 1758. 
Easy walks. 
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Title Sømna Open Air Museum 

Duration Approx. 4 hours 

Capacity Min 25- max 90 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All.  Easy walk outdoors on grass and pathway. 

 

Other info   

 

About the 

excursion 

The rural museum lies beautifully beside the Church at Vik and has 12 

old and restored buildings from the 19th and early 20th century. The 

museum provides unique insight into the fisher-farmers lives, both men 

and women, and exhibit tools and artifacts that they used in their work.  

 

The tour includes a demonstration of baking local traditional bread, as 

well as taste of local traditional treats. A visit to the Vik Church, built in 

1876 with a cruciform plan, is also included in the tour.  

 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide. 
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Title Nevernes Havn 

Duration Approx. 4 hours 

Capacity Min 25- max 90 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All. Easy walk around at the facilities. The war memorial building is 5 min 

walk from the main building. Bus can drive between for guests on 

request.  

Other info   

About the 

excursion 

Nevernes Havn, with an idyllic location overlooking the Velfjorden, is a 
Centre for coastal heritage at Southern Helgeland. Through extensive 
exhibitions with artifacts dating from the 18th century to the present, 
Nevernes tells the story of the people of Helgeland, during times of 
peace and war.  
 
Nevernes was once a commonly used harbor for local fishermen, and at 
Brygga local fishing boats, nets and other artifacts are exhibited. The 
Brattås House is a farm house from 1850 with inventory, metal and 
wooden tools. There is also an exhibition on carpentry and shoe making, 
along with a blacksmiths cabin. In the main house you will find a 
permanent exhibition of naturalistic paintings by local artist Even Ulving.  
 
The art gallery features changing summer exhibitions by different artists, 
occasionally modern art. Nevernes Gaard features an exceptional 
collection of war memorabilia from World War II, with displays Norwegian 
and European uniforms, personal effects, equipment and small firearms. 
Easy walk. 
The Excursion includes bus transport and guide. 
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Title Skarsåsen Fortress from the 2nd world war and panoramic view of 

Brønnøysund and Torghatten 

Duration Approx. 2,5 hours 

Capacity Min 25 – max 90 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  Short walk up a pathway on the hill from bus to the fortress. The pathway 

is the old road up the hill, which is no longer in use. Good footwear is 

required, preferably hiking shoes.  

 

About the 

excursion 

One starts the tour from the Cruise Port. The bus drives for 10 min to 

Skarsåsen and the guests get a presentation about Brønnøysund town 

and the surrounding areas. The group disembark the bus and start to 

walk up the pathway at the hillside to the fortress. The walk from the bus 

to the top of the Hill, is estimated to take 10 minutes.  

 

There are a couple of stops on the way to the top where the guest is 

presented with the local and the Norwegian war history. Today this is 

also a recreation area with lots of trees, flowers and wildlife. At the top of 

the hill the guests get a beautiful panoramic view of the area; 

Brønnøysund town, with Torghatten in the background and some of the 

10.045 islands in the region. 

 

There are some remains of parts of buildings and some canons and a 

light post at the fortress. One can also see the opening of some of the 

tunnels that are still there, and the traces of the scale of the big canons 

that was placed there under the war.  

On request:  

At the end of the tour, the bus can continue to drive for about 10 minutes 

in the eastern direction. At Skillevika bus stop it one of the few places 

where one can see through the hole in the Torghatten mountain.  

The excursion includes bus transport and guide.   
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Title Home visit to a traditional Norwegian coffee-time. NEW 2017 

Duration 2 Hours 

Capacity 10 places with max 12 guests each at the same time. 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus No* 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 

*If cruise ship docs at Gårdsøya Cruiseport, then a shuttle bus to centre 

of town or other transportation is required.  

 

About the 

excursion 

Welcome home to one of the locals on a traditional Norwegian morning- 

or afternoon coffee in a perfectly ordinary Norwegian home.  

We walk in small groups from the center of Brønnøysund and we are 

being welcomed inside the home by one of the residents of the 

household, to a cozy and informal coffee-time. 

You may of course, enjoy a nice cup of tea instead of coffee to your 

homemade treat. However, coffee has been our local favorite beverage 

for the last decade as tea has been for other cultures. 

 

The Excursion includes guide 

 

NEW 2018 - We also do this trip to Hildurs Herb Garden. 

   Same description, but capacity 30 persons. 
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Title UNESCO Island Vega 

Duration Approx 4 hours 

Capacity Min 25 – mas 45 from cruise port Brønnøysund 

Or max 150 for Explorer ships near Vega Island with zodiacs from ship to 

land 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry Yes 

Suitable for  All 

Other info   

 

About the 

excursion 

 
The Vega archipelago was inscribed on UNESCO’s list of world heritage 
site in 2004. 
 
The Vega islands gained their world heritage status mainly due to the 
unique interaction between the eider ducks and generations of 
fisher/farmers islanders. 
 
A trip to the Vega archipelago offers an exciting insight into the traditions 
of egg and down collection. The E-House, a museum and documentation 
center about eider ducks, display the tradition of keeping eider ducks as 
domestic animals. At the World heritage exhibition (new center opens 
2019), you may get an insight into Vega’s world heritage traditions and 
about the life on Vega today.   
 
You can also experience the landscape of Holandsosen nature reserve, 
known for its calcareous bedrock, wetlands and rich birdlife. A botanic 
hike to Guristraumen studying different orchids and other plants living in 
the shoreline can also be arranged. Easy walk 
 

The Excursion includes bus transport, ferry transport and guide. 
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Title Hildurs Herb Garden 

Duration Approx. 2,5 hours 

Capacity Min 25 – max 50 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All. Easy walk on grass and pathway. 

Other info   

 

About the 

excursion 

 
At the Hildurs Herb garden you will get a sincere and warm welcome 
from the excellent hosts and experience a tasteful lunch in their private 
home. You are invited to the Sagastua lounge where you may enjoy a 
meal flavored by the herbs from the garden and seasonal ingredients, 
usually produced in the local region. 
 
 In the old living room, with antique furniture and artifacts, you will get a 
glimpse of the farm’s old history, as you enjoy your coffee and cake.  
 
The herb garden, with approx. 200 plants, roses and perennials, is a 
picturesque sight offering peace of mind. The small farm shop stocks 
local products including herbs, tea and spices, which are produced on 
the farm. Easy walk 
 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide. 
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Title Norwegian Aquaculture Centre 

Duration 2,5 – 3,5 hours 

Capacity Min 25 – max 90 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 

Roads and pavement, small shop and café on the premises.  

About the 

excursion 

The Sea and fishing tradition has for thousands of years been the 
primary source for food for the people at the coast of Norway. The 
Norwegian Aquaculture Centre invites you to get an insight into modern 
aquaculture and fish farming, which is the second largest export product 
from Norway.  
 
In the beautiful surroundings along the Toftsundet strait, you visit a real 
fish farm and get a close-up experience with the Salmon fish farming 
process. At the end of the tour, you are of course welcome to taste the 
product.  
 
The centre also has an indoor exhibition that consists of aquariums, a 
section which highlights the history of Norwegian fish farming industry, as 
well as the local history at destination. The center has a small shop and a 
café.  Easy walk. 
 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide 
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Title A panoramic and historical presentation of Brønnøysund and the 

Islands of the North 

Duration 1,5 hours 

Capacity Min 25 – max 180 

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 

The bus drives through the town and over the bridge where one gets a 

panoramic view of the town and the region. The trip includes two stops 

where the guests disembark the bus and walk for max 50 meters.  

 

About the 

excursion 

This is a new and evolved version of a previous Panoramic tour of 
Brønnøysund that was offered before. The tour starts at the cruiseport 
where guest get on the bus which drives through the town and get 
presented with historical and contemporary information about 
Brønnøysund and the region.  
 
One of the stops on the tour is at the old fishdock, which tells the history 
from the beginning of the 19th century and the first world war. At the 
premises is also the “Kystlaget Torghatten”, which exhibit the traditional 
old wooden boats that most fishermen used for centuries in the area. The 
other stop is at Brønnøy church, where one gets an insight in the unique 
history of the stone-built church. The guests will enjoy the presentation 
with a musical treat inside the church, and a photo opportunity outside.  
 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide 
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Title Flightseeing Brønnøysund  

 

Duration 45 min 

Capacity 1 – 2 persons  

Guide Yes 

Walk No 

Bus No 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

Other info  The trip includes transfer to and from the airport. You fly with a Cessna or 

a light aircraft. 

 

About the 

excursion 

Welcome to a magnificent panoramic view of the thousands of islands 

along our unique and picturesque coastline. 

There is about 13.000 islands, islets and reefs, scattered along the coast 

of Southern Helgeland. The landscape is called the Strandflat and is 

primarily found in Norway.  

 

The Vega Archipelago, west of Brønnøysund, is part og the UNESCO 

Heritage because of the unique cultural landscape and the collaboration 

between the islanders and the Eider ducks.  

 

The most famous mountain in the area is Torghatten; it looks like a hat, 

laying in the water, and it has a hole straight through it! The Torghatten 

mountain is located about 15 km south og Brønnøysund. The mountain 

itself and the surroundings is a geological very interesting area.  

The mountain at Helgeland gives you magical moments om the coast 

and in the inlands as well. There are dramatic sceneries; high mountain 

peaks, valleys and lakes, and fjords that leads you to small idyllic 

villagers. 

 

We invite you to a one of a kind exploration, in the most spectacular and 

diver’s scenery of the coats of Norway. Guided tour in the sky! 
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Title EXPLORE Visten National Park Velfjord, the Tetting waterfall 
 

Duration From 3 hours when starting in Velfjord 

5 hours when starting in Brønnøysund 

Capacity Max 15 persons per guide  

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry No 

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 

 

 

About the 

excursion 

 
A rare nature experience awaits. The goal of the hike is the amazing 
“Tettingfossen” which lies in the edge of the National Park boundary. The 
75-meter-high waterfall slopes down a steep edge, making it an amazing 
view. The water is clean and wonderful to drink. The area around the 
waterfall is exclusively mountain of lime, and the water drops from the 
waterfall provides rich conditions for everything that grows. 
 
This hike is heavy and for about 1,5 hours we follow an old forest road. 
The return is estimated to take about 40 minutes. Elg is often seen in this 
area, as well as many forest birds. On rare occasions you might get e 
glimpse of a bear, or a wolf or one of the lynx that lives in this area. 
Distance is 1,8 km one way and 197 meters above sea level.  
Medium to hard hike in nature. 
 
 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide 
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Title 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Clean the coast  

Duration 2,5 hours  

Capacity Max Pax 6  

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry Yes  

Suitable for  All 

 

Other info  

 
Start: 
08.30am 
11.30am 
Booking/tickets at the Tourist Information  
 
Shoreline clean-up excursion 
The local hosts are specialist in this field and they will share their 
knowledge with you. 
 

About the 

excursion 

‘’Nobody can do everything, but everyone can do something’’ 
 
Do you want to experience a different kind of excursion? 
Combine a plenitude og fresh air, with cleaning the trash from one 
of our thousands of islands. 
The group Ren Kyst Helgeland/The Clean Coast Helgeland 
invites you to join them om an environmental conscious 
excursion. 
The local voluntary group is part of a National association which 
work continually to clean the coast, the ocean and nature free 
from plastic and other trash. 
 
Their goal is to: 
Prevent more pollution of the sea and in nature. Engage public, 
private and voluntary groups in the work to limit trash in the sea 
an in nature. Mobility voluntaries to pick up trash with no owners, 
share knowledge and get more people to take part of cleaning our 
nature.  
 
This excursion invites you to join in their work to clean the coast. 
At the same time, you will get a chance to explore places which is 
not often visited by people, or where other boats cannot reach.  
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Title Brønnøysund town walk – NEW 2019 

 
Duration 1,5 hours  

Capacity Max 15  

Guide Yes 

Walk Yes 

Bus Yes 

Boat/ferry  

Suitable for   

Other info   

 

About the 

excursion 

The town walk gives guest an insight in both the history of the town, the 
Helgeland region, as well as modern day life in this tiny Norwegian, 
coastal town. The town itself is just over a hundred years old, but people 
have been living here for over 10.000 years.  
 
Mini concert with local artists in the beautiful stone church. 
Visit the exhibition to a local artist in the old barn “Kunstlåven”. 
Taste the local specialty “Vega lefsen” 
 
 

The Excursion includes bus transport and guide 
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Excursion list; 

Site Ref.no.  Standard timing 

 2 101-17  120 min biking – 60 min photostops and guiding 

 3  102-17   60 min in Zodiac/RIB 45 min photostops and 45 min ashore  

 4  103-17  120 min in kayak and 60 min ashore 

 5  104-17   Tot 60 min Bus transport – 90 min hike at Torghatten 

 6  105-17   Tot. 120 min tot Bus transport with guide – 120 min visiting Chuch and Museum 

 7 106-17   Tot. 90 min Bus transport – 120 min Storytelling and tour of the buildings  

 8  107-17   Tot. 90 min Bus transport – 150 min visit at Nevernes Havn 

 9  108-17   Tot. 40 min Bus transport – 30 min walk – 80 min view-photo-guiding 

10  109-17   Tot. 30 min Bus transport – 20 min.walk and 70 min coffeetime/storytelling 

11  110-17   Timing Mon-Fri; 09:10-09:25 Bus transport Brønnøysund Horn(ferry terminal) 

     09:35-10:25 Ferry to Vega (Igerøy ferry terminal) 

     10:25-10:45 Bus transport Igerøy-Nes 

     10:45-12:45 Visit at Nes 

     13:00-14:40 Sightseeing and bus transport Nes-Igerøy 

     14:45-15:30 Ferry Igerøy-Horn 

     15:30-15:45 Bus transport Horn-Brønnøysund 

12  111-17 Tot. 30 min Bus transport – 120 min Visit at Hildurs Herb Garden 

13  112-17 Tot. 30 min Bus transport and 120 min Visit at Norwegian Aqua Culture Centre 

14 113-17 Tot. 90 min guided Bus tour 

 

Other attractions 

• Brønnøy Church 

• Vevelstad Open Air Museum 

• Forvik Trading Place and coffee roasting 

• Several Hiking, biking and kayaking tours 

• Visit the National Brønnøysund Register Centre 

• Flightseeing 

• Other exclusive excursions upon request  

• Panorama tour/Brønnøy church/bus/walk 

• Skarsåsen Fortress from the 2nd World War 
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